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Power systems

�. . . the greatest engineering ahievement of

the 20th entury.� - National Aademy of Engineering '2000

�. . . the largest and most omplex mahine

engineered by humankind.� - P. Kundur '94
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Power systems are getting even larger ... Europe

 

http://ec.europa.eu/energy/infrastructure/transparency_platform/map-viewer/main.html 

EU High-voltage transmission lines 
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Power systems are getting even larger ... US

https://views.ira.olostate.edu/web/Egrid/.
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Power systems are getting even larger ... China

800kV 6400 MW, 2018

Taiwan

800kV 6400 MW, 2011

800kV 6400 MW,
2015

800kV 6400
MW, 2014

800kV 6400
MW, 2016

800kV 6400 MW, 2012

800kV 6400 MW, 2019

800kV 6400 MW, 2018

800kV 5000-6000 MW, 2015

3000 MW,
 2011

800kV 6400 MW, 2015

3000 MW, 2013
800kV 5000 MW, 2009
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3000 MW, 2009
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MW, 2016
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X-P. Zhang, C. Rehtanz and Y. Song., ``A grid for tomorrow,'' Power Engineer , vol.20, no.5, pp.22-27, Ot.-Nov. 2006.
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Power systems are being demoratized too ...

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eletrial_grid.

Conventional large power

plants, suh as oal-�red and

nulear power plants, are

going away.

Millions of relatively small dis-

tributed generators, suh as

renewables, EVs and storage

systems, are being added on

to the grid.
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What ould happen?

Blakouts.
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South Australia Blakout on Sept 28, 2016

About 850,000 SA ustomers lost eletriity

Tornadoes with wind speeds in the range of 190�260

km/h damaged and tripped two 275 kV transmission

lines, ausing six voltage dips in 2 min at around 4:16pm

8 wind farms exeeded the preset number of voltage dips

and tripped, losing 456 MW wind generation in 7 seonds

(5 farms permitting 10 dips survived)

The imported power through the Vitoria�SA Heywood

Interonnetor (510 MW) signi�antly inreased: foring

it to trip within 0.7 s, islanding SA from National

Eletriity Market and leaving an imbalane of 1 GW

Without any substantial load shedding, gas generators

tripped and all supply to SA was lost, leading to a

blakout at 4:18pm

The �rst ustomers had power restored by 7.00 pm,

80~90 % by midnight, and all by 11 Otober 2016

The �nal report onluded that �Wind turbines suessfully

rode through grid disturbanes. It was the ation of a ontrol

setting responding to multiple disturbanes that led to the

Blak System�.

BLACK SYSTEM SOUTH AUSTRALIA 28 SEPTEMBER 2016 � FINAL REPORT, 2017.
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How to maintain system stability and keep our lights

on
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Very hallenging, right?

History often has the answer for questions like this.

When talking about history, we need to talk about China.

Let's spend 100 seonds on the history of China.
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Video about Chinese history.
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Outline of the talk

The Fundamental Challenge in Power Systems

The Conept of Synhronized and Demoratized

(SYNDEM) Smart Grid

Rule of Law

Legal Equality

Enabling Tehnologies � Virtual Synhronous Mahines

(VSM)

Uni�ed SYNDEM Grid Arhiteture

Testbed

Summary
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Let's reall the hallenges

Power systems are getting larger with inreasing

onsumption.

Generators are beoming smaller but the number of

generators is fast growing beause of the large-sale

utilization of renewable energy, EVs and energy storage

systems et.

Power systems need to be more e�ient as well.

What do these hallenges really mean?

What is the fundamental hallenge behind these?

Illinois Teh faulty Lee De Forest invented the �rst ampli�ation devie in 1906, opening the eletroni era. 13/55
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The fundamental hallenge

Future power systems will be

power eletronis-based, instead of eletri mahines-based,

with a huge number of non-synhronous inompatible players.

This is less of a power problem but more of a systems problem: we

need to expand power systems organially without jeopardizing

stability.

Low-level ontrol an no longer rely on ommuniation networks

Otherwise, it would ause a great onern about reliability

and yberseurity.

It is �ne for high-level funtions, suh as SCADA, eletriity

market et.
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Then, how are we going to operate future power systems?

The harmonizing priniple has brought sustainability and stability to

China for over 2000 years.

Is it possible to harmonize or unify power systems?

Illinois Teh faulty Lee De Forest invented the �rst ampli�ation devie in 1906, opening the eletroni era. 15/55
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Remember that China was highly demoratized

before being harmonized.

Can we really demoratize power systems tehnially?
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Demoratization of power systems

Demoray is a politial onept that empowers all eligible

individuals to play an equal role in deision making.

However, signi�antly di�erent or even divisive opinions ould

appear in a demoratized soiety. This is not aeptable for

power systems.

A power system has to maintain the stability of frequeny and

voltage. Thus, all power system players should synhronize

their ations for the same goal.

⇓

Synhronization and Demoratization

(SYNDEM)
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Key features of a demoratized soiety

Two important features:

Rule of law: All players follow the same rule.

Legal equality: All players are equal.
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For a SYNDEM smart grid

Rule of law:

Is there ONE simple mehanism for all power systems

players to follow?

If yes, an this mehanism synhronize all the players?

Legal equality:

There are many di�erent players in a power system.

Currently, the system stability is mainly regulated by large

onventional generators.

Is it possible for new add-ons of generators to play an equal

role in regulating system stability?

Is it possible for most loads to play the same role too?

If yes, an these happen regardless of size and apaity?
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What rule has underpinned the operation of

power systems for over 100 years?
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Conventional eletriity generation

 M 

 M  M 

Rs , L Rs , L 

Rs , L 

Rotor field axis 

         ( 0=θ ) 

    Field voltage 

 

 

 

  Rotation 

N 

The generation of eletriity is dominated by synhronous mahines.
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Why synhronous mahines (SMs)?

Synhronous mahines have an intrinsi

property, i.e., the synhronization mehanism.

Synhronous mahines an synhronize with

eah other or the grid, autonomously.

It is this intrinsi synhronization mehanism

that has underpinned the operation and growth

of power systems for over 100 years.
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Rule of law for a SYNDEM smart grid

Naturally, the synhronization mehanism of

SM should serve as the rule of law.
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Now, let's look at the legal equality.
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New add-ons of generation

Renewable energy

Wind

Solar

Tide

Wave et

Eletri vehiles

Energy storage systems

Is there anything in ommon?

Illinois Teh alumnus Marvin Camras (EE'40, MS'42) is widely seen as the father of magneti tape reording. 25/55
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Power eletroni inverters:

Common devies for smart grid integration
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Can we equip inverters with the synhronization mehanism of SM?
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Yes !
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Virtual Synhronous Mahines (VSM)

That is to operate power onverters to have the

internal dynamis and external properties of SMs.

1st Generation: Synhronverters

Basi, oneptual implementation

For onverters with indutive impedane

Number of key ontrol parameters: 4

2nd Generation: Robust droop ontroller

Universal for inverters with di�erent

types of impedanes

Robust against parameter shifts,

omponent mismathes et.

Number of key ontrol parameters: 3

3rd Generation: Cybersyn mahines

Guaranteed passivity (stability)

Number of key ontrol parameters: 2

Illinois Teh alumnus Marvin Camras (EE'40, MS'42) is widely seen as the father of magneti tape reording. 28/55
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1G: Synhronverters

Take the mathematial model of a synhronous generator as the

ore of the ontroller for an onverter.

Convert the generated voltage e to PWM signals to drive the

swithes so that the average values of ea, eb and ec over a

swithing period is equal to e.

Feed bak the phase urrent i to the mathematial model as the

stator urrent.
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The omplete ontroller of a synhronverter
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PLL

Four parameters

No onventional PI ontrol

No dq transformation et

Frequeny regulation via frequeny droop ontrol

Voltage regulation via voltage droop ontrol

Real power and reative power ontrol
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Experimental results - Frequeny regulation
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So, all generators an be harmonized with the

intrinsi synhronization mehanism and equally take

part in grid regulation.

How about the loads?
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Load types

Many di�erent types of loads exist in a power system:

Home applianes

Lighting devies

Elevators

Computers/servers

Air-onditioners

Mahines

...

Is there anything in ommon?
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Motor
50%

Internet
>10%

Lighting 

20%
Other
20%

(EPRI)

Most loads (will) have a front-end reti�er beause

Motors are often equipped with AC drives to improve e�ieny

and performane

Internet devies onsume DC eletriity

Light bulbs are being replaed with LED lights

If these loads (reti�ers) are made to behave like synhronous motors

then most loads will have the synhronization mehanism we need.
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Running reti�ers as synhronous motors
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Experimental results
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Indeed, most loads an be equipped with the

synhronization mehanism and play an equal role in

regulating system stability.
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So, we have ahieved legal equality!

Whether onventional or new add-on generators

Whether generators or loads

Whether large or small

They an all behave like (virtual) SM and follow the

same rule of law: the synhronization mehanism.
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Now, the exiting moment ...

The SYNDEM arhiteture for

next-generation smart grids
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SYNDEM arhiteture for next-generation smart grids
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It is lateral, rather than hierarhial.

This provides a tehnial

solution to implement the

lateral power envisioned

by Jeremy Rifkin for the

Third Industrial Revolution.
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Smart Power Electronic Converters May 
Help Stabilize the Grid 
By David Wagman  
Posted 19 Oct 2017 | 15:30 GMT  
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Want to see the bak?
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Midwest Energy News - https://lnkd.in/gNyUh5y
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Revisit of the South Australia Blakout

 

BLACK SYSTEM SOUTH AUSTRALIA 28 SEPTEMBER 2016 � FINAL REPORT, 2017.

We annot avoid tornadoes,

voltage dips, faults et., but the

damages an be ontained

Wind turbines operated as VSM

are grid-friendly and will

endeavor to remain onneted.

Most loads will autonomously

hange their power intakes in

response to the event.
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The hane of having the blakout would

have been greatly redued!
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Further reading

 

(to appear)
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Summary

Power systems are being demoratized: Numerous distributed generators and

�exible loads are expeted to take part in system regulation.

Future power systems will be power eletronis based, instead of eletrial

mahines based, with a huge number of inompatible players.

In order to guarantee stability, power systems players should be synhronized

as well, leading to synhronized and demoratized (SYNDEM) smart grids.

The key features of a demoratized soiety have been ahieved for SYNDEM

Rule of law: the synhronization mehanism of synhronous mahines

Legal equality: operating power eletroni onverters as VSM

We have presented a lateral SYNDEM arhiteture for future

power-eletronis-enabled autonomous power systems. It

harmonizes the integration and interation of suppliers and loads

does not need ommuniation network for the low-level ontrol

failitates the paradigm hange of power systems

from entralized ontrol to demoratized interation

underpins the Third Industrial Revolution

Three generations of VSM tehnologies are available

1G: Synhronverters (basi, oneptual)

2G: Robust droop ontrollers (universal)

3G: Cybersyn mahines (passive)
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Join us to Make Our Planet Sustainable

If you are exited about this, ome to see me. We need many

people for researh, marketing, ... !

LinkedIn Group on Virtual Synhronous Mahines

https://www.linkedin.om/groups/7061909

Syndem Alliane to establish the SYNDEM eosystem

www.syndem.om

zhongq�ieee.org
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Take-away messages

�Life is really simple, but we insist on making it ompliated.�

- Confuius

Take one more step: from demoratization to SYNDEM.

We an harmonize future power systems by operating

millions of inompatible players as VSM to make our

planet sustainable.
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Take-away question

Can we harmonize ourselves?

Thank you very muh.

zhongq�ieee.org
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